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“Technology is best when it brings people together.”
Matt Mullenweg, Social Media Entrepreneur
This has been the year of
technology in the model
railroading world. Model
railroaders are a social
bunch. I know we have a few
that call themselves lone
wolves, but even those types
will come out for a show or
sale, maybe even a layout
tour.
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As we go forward as a division, we want all of our members and
friends and families to be included in the technology we will use.
The TCD will strive to always put out free information and use
free sites on the web to interact with you. We will do our best to
help you troubleshoot any issues and help you have the best
experience as a NMRA member in our division.
Our upcoming meetings for the foreseeable future will be held
online, and open to all. We still encourage all the interaction and
feedback to the BOD, and will make every opportunity to include
your voice in discussions.
That being said, lets move on to our future meetings. The TCD
will host meetings on ZOOM on the second Thursday of each
month. These meetings will be hosted by the Assistant
Superintendent Ken Zieska. Notices about how to join will be
sent out via emails and the Twin Cities Division Facebook
Group. Zoom is a free application and is easily downloaded to
any device or computer.
The meetings will have a topic and one or two online clinics. We
are working on a show and tell with your models online after the
meeting.
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SuperintendentBulletin #1
Hello everyone, My name is Art Suel and
I am the new Superintendent for the
Twin Cities Division. A little background
on me. I model in N scale and have
been in the hobby for over 50 years. I
started by visiting the Progress Valley
Model Railroad Club in Shakopee.
Currently, with in person meetings not
allowed, the officers have decided to take the meetings to be virtual. We
will meet via Zoom to maintain contact with our membership.
The November and December virtual meetings had 40 members in
attendance. This format will work for us. The presentations have been
wonderful and informative. Thanks to Dave Hamilton, Les Breuer and Ken
Zieska for their efforts and clinics.
Januarys meeting is planned to be held on Zoom, as will the next few
months meetings, depending on state wide protocols. In these times, we
have to be adaptive to reach our membership. Future meeting topics will
cover the Achievement Program categories, showing of historical photos
and layout tours. If you are interested in doing a presentation, contact Ken
Zieska.
I encourage all members to check out the January meeting. Zoom
meeting information will be sent out by email and on our Facebook page.
Crossing Gate Editor Thomas Gasior is looking for photos of your
layouts or projects that are on your workbench. On a further note, our
hobby stores are open and would appreciate your patronage. These stores
have contributed yearly to our door prizes.

CROSSING GATE
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Hi friends, I am Ken Zieska and I model in S Scale!
Oh yes, I am also the TCD’s Assistant
Superintendent.
I have taken over from Elliot Feinberg. Elliot did a
great job last year and was on the way to have
another great year with us however he was forced
to step down due to health issues. We sure miss
him and wish him well.
The job of the Assistant Superintendent is to
organize the Division’s programming. We seemed
to have run into a bit of a challenge with our regular
meeting schedule but we can’t let a little bug get us
down, we are just going to zoom into the future. Our first two zoom meetings
were very successful and I am glad to say we have a full schedule planned
for the balance of the year.
Like you, I miss the local flea markets. While there was rarely anything for
me to buy there, it was always a great way to keep in touch with everyone in
the hobby. I also miss our monthly meetings and the friendships there but
until we can get back into that, we can stay in touch with our monthly
zooms.
I have heard that the “lock down” has encouraged more people to get into
model railroading and renewed the interest of others who had let their hobby
get stale. I think that is true and the internet is helping the community get
together and share information. If you have seen any of the NMRA-X events
on line, you can see the NMRA is on the leading edge of that. If you have
missed these go to the NMRA YouTube page and check it out.
Our next meetings are on line on January 14, 2021 and February 11, 2021.
We will have great presentations but we would also like to hear from you.
Bring something to show and tell. Take a photo of your layout, latest model
or just bring it to show on your camera. Our show and tell topics for January
will be Boxcars. February will be Scenery projects. What do you have to
show and tell.
Well that is enough from me, if I take more time, I will just want to tell you
about being an S Scale modeler. You know, that is the size everyone looks
at and says, “That really is the perfect size.” While that is true, I am looking
forward to serving the Division as the Assistant Superintendent.
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WINTER 2021

Lemonade
I think we have all heard the old adage about life giving you lemons. Here
are some of the ways I have been making lemonade out of this situation and
its not just me.
Way back on the seventeenth of March, I posted a quick question in the
Twin Cities Modelers group on
Facebook. Does anyone want to
see a virtual layout tour? Well, a
couple other guys stepped up and
Dan Lindfors, William Sampson and
myself started something that went
beyond my wildest ideas. The Friday
Night Live Layout tours was off and running. Now lets fast forward to what
happened next.
Our technology has allowed us to open up the ROOMS feature in
Facebook. I get to have real time video chats with other modelers who wish
to join. We do show and tell, give encouragement and advice, plus tell a lot
of jokes. ZOOM has opened up a whole new way to host larger meetings
and clinics.
The OPSIG group has started hosting a monthly session on ZOOM
featuring modelers from around the continent. The RPM group has hosted a
number of clinics with the best modelers out there. NMRA Regions have
hosted entire conventions online.
The star of the summer was the NMRA-X put on by new NMRA VP Gordy
Robinson and the cast and crew of the Podcast A Modelers Life. It lasted
almost a week and all the clinics are now available on YouTube. It’s a
win/win situation for all of us modelers. Many Regions and Divisions have
held their conventions virtually. There are any hours of added content to the
NMRA YouTube site.
I would never have know who Dave Abeles was, let alone known how to
pronounce Onondaga Cutoff. Now its a monthly get together with friends
I’ve met online. Other layout owners are doing virtual railfan sessions of the
trains running past a central location on their railroad. The advancements of
WiFi and JMRI have allowed people from around the world to run trains and
dispatch local layouts.
CROSSING GATE
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I get to chat with the people at Athearn every Tuesday about new releases.
Rapido is doing live chats and taking questions and opinions on new
releases. I am allowed in the La Mesa Club to watch the SP/ATSF battle the
mountain in HO scale.
We not only made lemonade out of our situation, but in some respects, it
changed the way we interact with other modelers. Skype, Zoom, facebook
Live and others have allowed me to keep in contact with all my friends in the
hobby from across the country. Lemonade is usually a summertime drink,
but we can now enjoy it all year long. I believe we will be using these virtual
platforms for our modeling needs in the future beyond lockdowns.
Another note is the direction I want to take the Crossing Gate. I want to
feature YOUR models and projects. Especially
projects in the making.
One of the things I have learned from the RPM
meets and NMRA Celebration room displays is
that the majority of folks want to see in-progress
models. This lets them see the way you create a
model and learn new ideas. So please submit
your photos and a brief description. I know you
already have a camera in your hand, so bring it
to the workbench and send us a photo.
Thomas W. Gasior MMR - Editor

Future TCD ZOOM meetings:
January 14th 7:00 PM
Clinics and Boxcars for Show N Tell
February 11th 7:00 PM
Clinics and Scenery projects Show N Tell
March: Virtual Modelers Retreat / Date TBD
Layout tours, Clinics and Models displayed via ZOOM.
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WorkingontheRailroad
Dave Hamilton is working
on scratch building a
flatcar. This will be for the
AP Rolling Stock
certificate.
Dave also modified a
Campbell grain elevator
by adding some of the
Walthers grain elevator
superstructure.

Dan Dossa updated a set of Athearn 55 ft
grain hoppers lettered for local
co-ops in the distinct pink color of GE
leasing.
Adding Plano etched metal roof walks.
Templates
showed where
to use a #80
drill bit in a pin
vise. This
made a nice one evening project.
Each car needs about 80 holes drilled
(yikes)!

CROSSING GATE
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Share with us your current projects.

Joe Fehr shows us his scratch built
fertilizer transload sheds.
This is N Scale.
It is modeled after the River Country
Co-op in Randolph, MN.
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